
VP8100

The Marantz VP8100 DLP® Projector is
an ultimate-performance video display device
using advanced Digital Light Processing (DLP)
technology. Advanced Texas Instruments-
developed, this compact, lightweight projector
delivers extraordinary brightness and
high-resolution image quality with a 500:1

contrast ratio. Operational and convenience
features, such as compatibility with virtually
any video source including HDTV images,
make it the perfect choice for high-end home
theater installations and critical portable
applications. Heavyweight Video. Lightweight
Projector.

Features

♦ 1024 x 768 pixel panel display

♦ HDTV and DTV compatible

♦ Multiple digital aspect ratio control

♦ HD component, S-Video, composite and RGB
inputs

♦ Operates in either native progressive scan or
upconverts video sources

♦ Two 12V DC inputs, D-BUS 

♦ P-VIP lamp system

♦ All-glass lens elements

♦ NTSC-standard 6500° K setting with adjustable
color temperature control

♦ Theater, Normal and Dynamic viewing modes

♦ NTSC, PAL and SECAM

♦ Lens shift capability

♦ Digital 3-Line Comb Filter

♦ Digital Zoom and Freeze

Benefits

➣ State-of-the-art resolution and sharpness

➣ Displays all HDTV formats

➣ 4:3 standard, 16:9 widescreen and 16:9
anamorphic “unsqueezed” modes, controls true
black picture borders

➣ Compatible with virtually any video signal
source including video output from a computer

➣ Display from a DVD-Video player, DTV®

set-top converter or computer, upconverted
images from any NTSC source, or  DVD
movies in any aspect ratio with no aspect
ratio conversion

➣ Triggers with integrated system operation.
Remote connection allows linkage to other
Marantz components

➣ Delivers 700 ANSI lumens brightness

➣ Low distortion super-sharp picture quality

➣ Realistic, film-like image quality

➣ Maximum big-picture enjoyment; personal
preference options

➣ Multi-voltage and multi-system capability

➣ Enables widescreen images to be projected
through the optimum portion of the lens to
achieve best picture geometry

➣ Maximum image quality from composite
video sources

➣ Zoom in on any of five points on the screen
and magnify them to four times normal size

DLP® Projector



Cutting Edge DLP® Technology.

Specifications

General:

Panel Size aspect ratio (0.67")/4:3
Type DMD

Number of pixels 1024x768
Number of panels 1

Brightness 700 ANSI Im
Contrast 500:1
Screen size 22" to 270"
Lamp P-VIP

Watt 120
Life 2,000 hours

Projection lens 27.5 - 33.0mm
F. no. 3.0 - 3.3
Zoom ration 1.2
Zoom adjust Manual
Focus adjust Manual
Lens shift -
40” 17 - 2.1
100” 4.4 - 5.3
150” 6.7 - 8.0
200” 8.9 - 10.7
Picture mode 3
Film detection Auto 3:2 pulldown (defeatable)
16:9 wide mode Yes

Inputs/Outputs Terminals:

Video (composite) (RCA)x1
S-Video (S-Connector)x1

Component (3RCA)x1
DATA/RGB (D-sub M 15)x1
Trigger out 12V x2
Ele. image v-shift for 16:9 Yes
Dimensions 31/2"H x 9"W x 12"D

96mm x 235mm x 327mm
Weight 6.6lbs (3.0kg)
Power requirements 100-120V/200-240V auto
Power consumption 220W
Standby P.C 6W

Video System:
NTSC Yes
PAL Yes
SECAM Yes
HiVi Yes
HDTV (480i) Yes
HDTV (1080i) Yes
HDTV (720p) Yes
DVD prog: 480p Yes
DVD squeezes Yes

Data System:
VGA-XGA Scaled
Y/C separate process 3D comb filter
Scan doubler 3D motion adapter
Note: The specifications and design of this product are

subject to change without notice.
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